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I am a designer & coder.



“So, Talia, would you consider yourself

to be more of a designer or coder?”



“I am a designer, first-and-foremost,

and my medium is coding.”



Sometimes, I make websites.









Sometimes, I make brands.









Sometimes, I make ???







My real soft spot:

where brands and technology meet.











I’ve always had a love for 
where creative meets technical.



Baby Talia
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Coding was a choice.



..... ok now what?



It has never not been hard

to find the right position


for a designer/coder like me.



Lead Digital
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Data Brands



CodingData Brands



Coding is a new medium.



We haven’t yet hit the tip of the iceberg

in terms of the tremendous impact

that designing with code can have.



There simply aren’t enough

designers who code

designers who know


what code can do.



“Designing with code”



Designing with code is beyond an aesthetic.



How can the brand be responsive to the user?
How can the brand be driven by the community?

How can the brand be truly unbiased?
How can the brand be truly transparent?

How can the brand naturally evolve with the times?
How can the brand represent everyone and still 

stay true to its identity?

Designing with code can solve problems like:



Talia Cotton’s 8 Methods 
for Designing with Code

1.   Generative 
Algorithms allow designers to 
create systems that automatically 
generate designs.


2.   Personal 
Algorithms allow designs to 
change to suit each individual.


3.   Interactive 
Algorithms allow designs to 
iteratively respond to user input.


4.   Adaptive 
Algorithms allow designs  
to change to suit context.

5.   Live 
Algorithms allow designs to reflect 
live or static data.


6.   Automated 
Algorithms allow designers  
to delegate tedious tasks to the 
computer.


7.   Collaborative 
Algorithms allow designs to grow 
with community input.


8.   Intelligent 
Algorithms allow designs to be 
intelligent.
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“What does all this mean for me 
if I don’t know how to code


(and frankly don’t want to)?”
you ask?



If you involve yourself in the design 
of anything digital even just a little,


knowing what’s possible on the web 
is going to be important.



Keep your eyes open,

and be critical of what you see.

What can I do?



“I don’t know how to code,

but holy stromboli this stuff is cool.


Where do I start?”

Yes,

yes it is.



I’d recommend p5.js.
It’s a web-based version of processing,  

so it’s code that’s meant for drawing.

It will give you a fun, applied way

to grasp the basics.

There are a ton of tutorials online.

It will not teach you how to design.



There are a ton of tutorials online.

It will not teach you how to design.



“I know how to code.

How do I start using it more


within my practice?”

you beast you



Just... use it. Everywhere.



“I just want to get a job

at Pentagram.”



We look for good designers.



We look for good designers.

Designers

who think.

Designers who

present their work


with reason.

Designers who

challenge trends.



Now let’s panel!
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Thank you!


